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SFTH STUDENT SUPPLY LIST 

 

CLASS:             QQC- CHARLOTTE  

TEACHER: Ellen Speranzo   E-MAIL: esperanzo@cox.net 

  

CLASS DESCRIPTION:   In this class you will make a table topper or baby quilt and learn how to 
construct a bow-tie block.  The open spaces provide an opportunity for newer quilters to learn 
how to use a frixion pen with a stencil to create a free motion quilted design with the BSR. This 
easy quilt is made up of 5” charms, and finishes at 32 x 32”. Be sure to check out the various 
colorways on pages 11 and 13 before selecting fabrics. 

 

CATEGORY:  Workshop ___ Garments___ Creative Sewing___ Kids ___ Embroidery___  

Serger___ Long Arm ___ Know Your Bernina___ Quilting_X__ Monthly Club_X__  

SKILL LEVEL: All__X_ Beginner___ Confident Beginner___ Intermediate___ Advanced___ 

PREREQUISITE: (If any):   Learn to Quilt series helpful but not required. 

 

BASIC SEWING SUPPLIES:  Yes   
This includes:  rotary cutter, cutting mat, fabric scissors, small scissors, straight pins, rulers (I prefer 2.5 x 
12”), seam ripper, fabric marker, assorted machine needles (75/11 or 80/12 sharp or universals are 
good), pen and paper for notes, any other items you commonly use.  If you will be quilting in this class I 
strongly recommend Machinger’s  gloves. 

 
SUPPLIES REQUIRED:   
 
Book: 3 Times the Charm by Barbara Groves (required) 
1 charm pack or 36 assorted 5 x 5” squares 
7/8 yard white or light fabric for block and borders 
3/8 yard binding fabric 
1 1/8 yard backing fabric 
40 x 40” batting 
Neutral 50 or 60 wt. cotton or poly thread 
Single hole throat plate if you have one 
#37 or #57 foot 
Knee lift (if your machine has one) 
 
 
STUDENTS: YOUR MACHINE SHOULD BE IN GOOD WORKING ORDER. 
 

ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

If you are a confident quilter you might want to cut your charms per the diagram on page 
10 before class. When you cut the squares, place all pieces into piles by size, keeping the 
same order for each pile. Sometimes when cutting charms that have “pinked” edges it’s 
hard to know where to measure from to cut. If this happens to you, place the charms on a 
cutting mat, and center the fabric between the 0 and 5” lines, and then begin cutting. 
 
 


